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Dedicated to improving mechanical site prep techniques.

                  What should be your site prep priorities?  

In the business of replanting forests, regulation, both government and self inflicted, has increased the cost of, 
and sometimes lessened the focus on, getting the plantation replanted quickly after the harvesting is 
completed. Plantations can and are being replanted well with 12 months of harvest. There is no excuse for 
leaving the land fallow for longer. There is now equipment available to do this economically, and do it straight 
after harvest. Perhaps pay a bonus for foresters getting a high seedling survival within 6 months of harvest??

The debris and slash can be moved from a 2 metre wide ‘plow path’ as a first step, with a second step to fully 
cultivate a debris free planting site.  This is nothing new. D8 size bulldozers with vee shears on the front and 
Savannah plows on the back, are the most common site prep equipment used in the US forest industry, as 
seen in this group of 10 in Alabama.

However,
in Australia, big D8 size bulldozers are not 
used much in site prep for various reasons, 
mainly cost.

 Even a D7 size bulldozer has trouble shearing 
our harder stumps, and D6 size bulldozers are 
not up to cutting through a mature pine stump. 
Shearing to remove debris from the planting 

area is expensive.

The DAVEC system of cutting through the 
debris with a very large coulter so that the 
debris can then be opened up and moved 
apart with tynes or chains, even over the 
stump line, followed by a second pass with a 
front mounted vee rake on the cultivation tractor, will do the job very economically. 

This what can be achieved with minimum horsepower requirement.
   

Weed control
As well as clearing the 
debris away from the 
plow path, in this case 
along the stump line, the 
debris ends up in the 
interow where it 
becomes a weed 
mat, restricting weed and 
competition growth.
This will mean a 
substantial saving in 
chemical weedkiller.
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A clean plow path with a weed mat in the interow.

This is another view of the debris located off the plow path into the interow where it will help with 
weed control and eventually break down to put some nutrient back into the soil.

Any farmer or gardener would also see the moisture retention benefits of the debris or slash mat in 
this photo example.   

A row of healthy blue gums in a 
clean mound, showing the debris 
raked in to the interow.

 If the debris level is high and 
could be considered a fire hazard
 it is quite economic to run down 
the interow with a mounted 
coulter crusher to knock it flat.

The DAVEC Model MCC
Mounted Coulter Crusher
Can run down this interow at 6 to 
8 km/hr .
Coming soon.



Nuland Contracting has a 2.4 
metre coulter with heavy dragline
chain to open up the debris 
ready for the DAVEC Vee Rake.

Scott   0488 507 282
Nuland Contractors

     

Showing debris after the 
coulter and chain pass.

Front mounted Vee Rake 
is now able to push the 
debris well clear of the 
path of the mounding 
plow which is mounted on 
the back back. 

DAVEC Vee Rake on a Cat 545C

Chester Crossing, 
contractor for HQP at 
Toolara, Qld, and his 
operator Mandy Sladden 

       

0418 858 051
Chester

Check out the new Site Prep Profit Calculator at    www.davecequipment.com

http://www.davecequipment.com/


It lets you evaluate the benefit of spending a bit more on mechanical site prep in order to achieve a 
higher seedling survival percentage.
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Daily Timber News       enews@timberbiz.com.au
https://mailchi.mp/6740223a2d80/daily-timber-news-1610145?e=5a6ef390c3

Articles in the Daily Timber News are always topical. 

KIPT quits forestry after seaport refusal

It looks like the entire blue gum plantings on Kangaroo Island will not be replanted, reducing 
Australia’s supply of wood fibre. 

Sustainable forestry will generate the largest benefit for carbon stocks

Only 2800 Hectares of new forests have been established since 2018. Australia needs a lot more 
new plantation forest.

However plantation forestry, by ensuring a minimum fallow period between rotations and ensuring 
as near as possible to 100% seedling survival, can more efficiently use existing plantations to take 
up the shortfall in timber production and carbon sequestration.

Australian and NZ production capacity for paper and board drops

Tax incentives for import replacement would lift local interest in making wood products onshore.

Bureaucracy is crippling Ireland’s forest sector

An interesting read with some parallels with our own government and company bureaucracy.

With so much effort being put into regulation compliance, there is a possibility of a lack of focus on 
the main game of producing timber efficiently.
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